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ABSTRACT 

Expression of IGF-1 and TGF-Pl in Cultured Human Myocardium 
Insights into the Role of Gro wtli Factors in Hypertrophie Obstructive Cardiomyopathy 

Master of Science, 1998 

Warren Todd Bail 

Institute of Medical Science 
University of Toronto 

Objectives: The characterization of human myocardial explants in culture and the 

investigation of IGF-1 and TGFPl gene expression in cultured hypertrophie obstructive 

cardiomyopathie (HOCM) tissue. Methods: Biopsies were cultured in either a mitogenic or 

a minimally mitogenic medium for one week. Phenotype and growth factor gene expression 

were evaluated by histology and RT-PCR, respectively. Results: Cultured myocardium 

maintained organized sarcomeres for one week. IGF-1 gene expression decreased in HOCM 

explants (p<0.05); this change was partially prevented by the mitogenic medium (p<0.05). 

1GF-1 mRNA levels remained elevated compared to non-HOCM controls (pcO.05). TGFP 1 

gene expression increased in both HOCM and non-HOCM controls. The initial in vivo over- 

expression of TGFPl was lost after seven days of culture. Conclusions: Cultured 

myocardium maintains cardiac characteristics for one week. ln vivo factors may contribute to 

the up-regulation of TGFPl and IGF-1 in HOCM, however, an intrinsic factor may 

predispose HOCM myocardium to over-express IGF-1. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cardiovascular disease represents the major cause of death, disability and illness in 

Canada. In the last two decades, research efforts have shified fiom organ based physiology 

to the molecular mechanisms underlying disease pathology and, correspondingly, therapy 

targeting these newly discovered pathways. Experknents in vivo are limited by their inability 

to distinguish between a host of factors contributing to cardiac f ic t ion  and studies 

employing an isolated heart preparation are limited by its short-term viability (a few hours). 

The advent of primary cardiomyocyte culture has permitted the elucidation of many 

molecuIar signaling pathways in cardiac myocytes. However, ce11 culture models are limited 

in their ability to accurately reflect the in vivo environment. 

Concems with using isolated ce11 culture to investigate normal or pathological cardiac 

fünction arise because cardiomyocyte morphology and gene expression are altered in culture 

and because non-myocytes also contribute to the cardiac phenotype. Cardiomyocytes in 

culture experience a remodeling from the elongated in vivo structure to a spheroidal flat 

shapeI4 and a breakdown of their characteristic myofibrillar contractile apparatus. In 

neonatalS and adult'~' cardiomyocytes, the presence of semm in the culture medium either 

maintains or induces, respectively, a pattern of gene expression typical of fetal or embryonic 

cells. Although they account for 80% of the heart's m a s ,  cardiomyocytes represent only 

25% of the total cardiac ce11 population6 whereas fibroblasts, vascular smooth muscle cells, 

neurons and endothelial cells account for the majority of ceils. It has been hypothesized that 

the changes observed in vitro are occurring because cardiomyocytes are rernoved fiom the 

three-dimensional orientation, cell-to-ce11 interactions, and contractiIe load found in vivo. 



Cultured myocardial tissue explants maintain in vivo tissue geometry and thus more 

closely approximate the in vivo environment. However, since few reports on the culture of 

myocardial explants exist7, the phenotype and gene expression of myocardial explants in 

culture remains to be characterized. The establishment of a viable tissue culture model will 

permit the investigation of a nurnber of aspects of cardiovascular diseases, including: 

aberrant cell-to-ce11 interactions, molecular disease mechanisms and therapeutic 

interventions, such as receptor blockade or application of antisense oligodeoxynucleotide 

technologies. For exarnple, hypertrophie obstructive cardiomyopathy (HOCM) is an 

abnomality whose pathology appears to involve multiple cell types hypertrophy of 

cardiomyocytes and an increased production of extracellular matrix components by cardiac 

fibroblasts. Recent work has suggested that growth factors, particularly IGF-I and TGFPl, 

rnay be involved in the development of HOCM? However, in vivo factors, such as 

hemodynamic load and sympathetic or parasympathetic stimulation, are also associated with 

growth factor up-regulation. A myocardial tissue culture model permits the evaluation o f  

growth factor expression in the absence of such potentially confounding factors and may 

therefore help cl&@ the impetus for growth factor activation in HOCM. 

This introduction will bnefly outline the morphological and molecular aspects of both 

normal cardiac growth and pathological hypertrophy. This thesis is interested in investigating 

the role of growth factors in the pathogenesis of HOCM; the current perspectives on this 

phenornenon are therefore presented. Finally, the aims and challenges in developing a 

myocardial tissue culture model for the investigation of cardiovascular disease are 

introduced. 



At a cellular level, cardiac growth during embryonic and fetal development occurs via 

cardiomyocyte hyperplasia, with little change in the size of individual cellsi3. Early in 

neonatal life cardiomyocytes lose the ability to replicate; thus, hyperplastic growth ceases 

and subsequent cardiac growth to adult proportions occurs via an increase in the size, or 

hypertrophy, of a finite population of ~ardiomyocytes .~- '~.~~ During the transitional phase 

fiom hyperplastic to hypertrophic growth ce11 growth, cardiac myocytes exit the ce11 cycle 

and undergo additional rounds of nuclear division without cytokinesis, resulting in bi- 

nucleated, and possibly polyploidic, myocytesi3. The transition to hypertrophic growth is 

also charactenzed by rapid tissue remodeling of the neonatal ventricle, capillary angiogenesis 

and the formation of an extensive extracellular matrixi5. 

Unable to proliferate, adult mammalian cardiomyocytes undergo hypertrophy as an 

adaptive response to physiological or pathological stimulii5. Physiological hypertrophy may 

occur as part of normal developmental growth, as discussed above, or may be induced by 

aerobic exercise training. Physiological hypertrophy in athletes is usually reversible. 

Pathological hypertrophy, on the other hand, is associated with various disease states, is 

generally not easily reversed, and is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular morbidity 

and mortalityi6. 



Pathological cardiac hypertrophy may involve either the nght or the left ventricle. 

Right ventricular hypertrophy manifests secondary to disorders such as pulmonary 

hypertension or tncuspid valve dysfunction. Left ventrïcular hypertrophy, however, is far 

more common; it may be classified as either concentric or eccentric. Concentnc hypertrophy 

of the lefi ventricle is distinguished by an increase in the thickness of the ventricular wall 

with either no change in or even a decrease in chamber size. This form of hypertrophy 

typically presents in patients with an increased afterIoad, as in hypertension or isolated 

valvular aortic stenosis. Conversely, eccentric hypertrophy is defined by a proportionate 

increase in left ventricular wall thickness and intemal charnber dimeter. Patients presenting 

with an increased preload, or volume overload, as is present in mitral regurgitation, display 

eccentric hypertrophy. However, the distinction between these two types of hypertrophy is 

not always clear. The pressure overloaded heart can undergo a transition fiom compensatory 

concentric hypertrophy towards cardiac dilatation and failure which results in a 

morphological pattern of eccentric hypertrophy. Hypertrophy rnay also be classified as 

regional. This may occur following a myocardial infarction; the myocytes surrounding the 

infarcted region hypertrophy in an adaptive attempt at preserving cardiac function. HOCM 

also presents a unique form of hypertrophy that is remarkably regional and primarily affects 

the inter-ventricular septum. Its etiology, however, remains to be defined and is the focus of 

current research efforts, as will be presented in a later section. 

Cardiac hypertrophy involves a progressive series of morphological and fimctional 

~ h a n ~ e s ~ ~ - ~ ' .  There is a transient breakdown or damage of muscle cells. This is followed by 

overall increases in myocyte metabolism, volume and mass, which include increases in 

mRNA, rRNA, and protein synthesis. These compensatory adaptations restore normal 



cardiac function? or even produce hyperfùnction. However, unchecked, pathological 

hypertrophy eventually progresses beyond the heart's adaptive ability and there is a gradua1 

exhaustion of its ability to synthesize proteins. This results in a failure to renew 

mitochondria and myofibrils, producing myofibrillar damage, cellular atrophy and the 

replacement of degenerating muscle fibes by fibrous tissue, leading to cardiac failure. The 

mechanism(s) leading fiom adaptive hypertrophy to cardiac failure remain to be elucidated." 



Developmental Expression Patterns 

The hallmark a cardiomyocyte is its typical striated appearance. Myocytes are made 

up of a large number of cross-banded strands cal1 myofibrils that are themselves comprised of 

longitudinally aligned contractile units, termed sarcomeres. Electron microscopy has 

revealed that the sarcomere is made up of an inter-digitation of thick and thin filaments. The 

thick filament consists of the protein myosin, while the thin filament consists of two chains 

of globular actin molecules manged in a double helix that is associated with a troponin- 

tropomyosin cornplex. A series of steric changes in the contractile proteins permits the 

interaction of actin and rnyosin and forms the b a i s  for the excitation-contraction coupling 

sequence (ie force generation). Each of the sarcomeric proteins has multiple isoforms diat 

exhibit differential expression patterns at different stages of cardiac developrnent and growth, 

as reviewed by Robertsi8. 

Each molecule of myosin consists of two myosin heavy chains (MHCs) and two pairs 

of myosin light chains (MLCs). Two isoforms of MHC are expressed in marnrnalian cardiac 

muscle, an a-MHC and a P-MHC. Throughout embryonic life, al1 species of mamrnals 

studied to date express predominantly the P-MHC isoform in the ventricles and the a-MHC 

in the atria19. Towards the end of gestation an isoform transition occurs; the a-MHC appears 

in the ventricles and the B-MHC in the atria. In rodents, by three weeks the ventricles 

express almost exclusively a-MHC". In contrast, large mamrnals, including humans, exhibit 

only minimal increases in a-MHC expression following birth; P-MHC remains the 

predorninant ventricular isoform throughout life". Of the three MLC isoforms identified, 



only MLCl and MLC3 are expressed in the heart. MLCl has distinct atrial and ventricular 

foms. In early embryonic life the ventricular and atriai foms of MLCl are expressed in 

their appropriate cardiac chambers, however, atnal MLC expression is also found in the 

einbryonic ventricles. 

The a-actins have been the greatest studied of the thin filament proteins in the 

myocardium. The two sarcomenc actins actively expressed in the myocardium are skeletal 

cc-actin and cardiac a-actin, although a third cc-actin, smooth muscle a-actin, is found 

transiently in the ernbryonic myocardium. As was described for the MHCs, expression 

patterns of the actin isoforms differs between rodents and larger mammals. In the fetal 

rodent heart the sketetal a-actin isoform predominates, but a transition to predominantly 

cardiac a-actin occurs in the neonate. However, human ventricular myocardium exhibits a 

persistent and variable expression of skeletal cc-actin, while cardiac a-actin gene expression 

is restncted to the atrium. The other two major thin filament proteins, tropomyosin and 

troponin also display differential expression throughout cardiac development. In rodents, P- 

tropomyosin represents the embryonic isoform, wiiile a-tropomyosin is the only form present 

in the adult ventricles. In contrast, human myocardium retains approxirnately 20% P- 

tropomyosin expression. Little information exists conceming the expression of the trcponin 

isoforms T, C, and 1. ImrnunologicaI analysis, however, has dernonstrated two troponin T 

isoforms in the rat heart - a larger form in the fetal ventricle that is ultimately replaced by a 

smaller form in adult myocardium. 



Hypertrophie Gene Ekpressio Paradigm 

At the molecular level, a highly specific program of changes in gene expression 

5 77 7 3  characterizes hypertrophy induced by pressure overload in rodent models - - * -  . The so-called 

early response genes (Egr-1, Hsp70, c-fos, c-jlrn, c-myc) are activated within 30-60 minutes 

d i e r  exposure to a hypertrophic stirn~lus'~. This plasticity of expression is continued through 

a transition from adult to fetal protein isoforrns of various sarcomeric proteins and enzymes. 

An induction of the P-MHC isoform and a repression of the a-MHC occurs in the adult 

v e n t r i ~ l e ' ~ ~ ~ .  In fact, there is some regional variability to this expression; a transmural 

gradient with greater endocardial P-MHC expression has been observed". This reversion to 

fetal protein isoforms has been corroborated for otlier transcripts of the contractile apparatus 

such as: skeletai a-actin P-tropomyosin ", and atrial MLCS~'. In addition, a more 

generalized re-expression of fetal isoforms occurs in cardiac hypertrophy, as given by the 

resurgence of some cardiac metabolic and the sarcolernmal N a X +  ~ ~ P a s e " .  

The inhibition of  the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca" ~ T P a s e ' ~ ~ '  and the re-expression of 

atrial natriuretic factor ( A N F ) ' ~ ~ ~  also mirror embryonic, rather than adult, modes of 

expression following over-load of the myocardium. 

In the ventricular tissue of larger animals, including hurnans, where P-MHC already 

predominates, the MHC isoform transition is less dramatic. a-MHC expression is lost with 

time with some increase in B-MHc'',~'. Unlike the clear re-induction of a-skeletal actin in 

pressure overload animal rnodels, there is a heterogeneity of expression of the sarcomeric a- 

actins and no predictable re-expression ~attern". The hypertrophic human heart does exhibit 



plasticity of gene expression that parallels that observed in rodent m~dels '~+'~: atrial MLCl 

and ANF are re-expressed in the adult ventricle and the SR Ca'2 ATPase is down-regulated. 

In principle, these sarcomerïc protein isofom shifts rnay eventually become 

unfavorable in conjunction with detenorations in other cellular ~ ~ s t e r n s . ~ ~  However, the up- 

regulation of some of these genes certainly initially appears to improve contractility. P-MHC 

diminishes myocardial contractility on the bais  of slower cross-bridge cyclingJ1, which is 

proposed to be advantageous during high oxygen demand based upon the lower energetic 

cost of developed work? Replacement of ventricular with atrial MLC species enhances the 

Ca" sensitivity of the contractile a p p a r a t ~ s . ~ ~  Contractile f ic t ion  is also improved by a 

switch to the skeletal a-actin fiom a-cardiac actin i sof~rm."~ However, the definitive effects 

on heart function rcsulting fiom changes in gene expression remains to be elucidated. 



MYOCARDIAL GROWTH FACTORS 

It has been shown that both normal and abnormal cardiac growth 

localized cell-ce11 interactions4' that are mediated by a whole range of 

are dependent upon 

substances, such as 

cytokines, hormones and growth factors. The transmission of these signals into the ce11 

involves three phases: (i) activation of ce11 receptors (ii) intracellular signal transmission, and 

(iii) initiation of cytosolic events, including activation of nuclear transcription factors, such 

as Fos, Jun. JunB, Myc, and Egr-I. As reviewed by ~eft i" ,  intracellular signaling was once 

thought to occur via a series of distinct and separate pathways. Further studies have shown 

that signaling switches and their intracellular transduction pathways Iikely form a complex 

biochemical network of multiple interacting pathways. 

Early evidence suggested that circulating factors were unlikely to be the principal 

mediators of hypemophy. There was an absence of hypertrophy in the right heart following 

aortic constrictionJ6, while right ventricular growth was induced following pulrnonary artery 

bandingJ7. Thus, the long-standing hypothesisJ8 is that locally produced multifimctional 

polypeptide growth factors, acting via autocrine a d o r  paracrine mechanisms, are the 

regulators of myocardial differentiation and growth. In particular, endothelin, angiotensin II, 

myotrophin, fibroblast growth factors, transforming growth factors (TGFs), and insulin-like 

growth factors (IGFs), have been localized to the heart. These factors, through their spatial 

and temporal expression patterns in the hem, both d u h g  embryogenesis and in the adult, 

have been implicated in autocrine and paracrine signaling of myocyte differentiation, 

development and growth49. This thesis is focused on IGF-1 and TGF-B 1 as o u  lab has shown 

that these two growth factors are over-expressed in HOCM myocardiurn, as will be discussed 



Iater; thus, a discussion of these factors follows. 

Insulin-Like Gro wth Factors 

Insuiin and the IGFs (IGF-1 and IGF-II) comprise a farniiy of related polypeptides 

with wide-ranging effects on cellular growth and metabolism. This class of growth factors is 

responsible for mediating many of the actions of growth hormone on peripheral  tissue^.'^ 

Sharing structural and biological functional homology with pro-insulin, IGF-1 an IGF-II are 

cleaved to release an active rnonomeric protein with 70 and 67 arnino acids respectively. 

Although IGFs act in a similar endocrine manner to insulin following their synthesis in the 

liver5', both isoforms are also produced by a variety of ce11 types throughout the body, 

inciuding the heartS'"'. This is suggestive of an autocrine andor paracnne role in growth and 

differentiati~n~~*~'. IGF-II is more prominent during fetal development, while IGF-I persists 

during adult life and has a half life of approximately 12 hourss8. 

Complex formation of IGFs with specific binding proteins is required for their 

transport through membranes and may control the interaction of the IGFs with their 

receptors." In general, IGF-1 acts through the IGF-1 receptor and IGF-II acts by cross- 

reacting with both the insulin and the IGF-I receptor~'~,~~;  the physiological role of the type II 

IGF- receptor in IGF signal transduction is not currently ~ l e a r . * ~  IGF-1 receptors are 

synthesized as single chains that become glycosylated and cleaved into a- and P-subunits. 

The fûnctional receptor is a heterotetramer with two extracellularly oriented a-chains and 

two P-chains that extend through the membrane and contain tyrosine kinase activity.'" 

Binding of IGF protein to this transmembrane tyrosine kinase produces an allostenc 



interaction of the two halves and phosphorylation of its catalytic domains. Subsequently, 

intracellular insulin-receptor substrates become phosphorylated and serve as high-afinity 

binding sites for the docking and activation of signaling proteins, which, once bound, can be 

M e r  regulated by phosphorylation or conformational changes to initiate multiple 

downstrem responses. One such event is the activation of Ras by SOS, which leads to 

phosphorylation of the MAP kinase cascade and the ultimate activation (phosphory lation) of 

nuclear transcription factors, such as egr-1, fos, jun, junB, and mye. 

Transforming Growth Factor 

Mammalian transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-P) is the prototype of a super- 

family of molecules sharing a homologous region of conserved cysteine re~idues~'"~.  

TGFPI, a 25000 kD homodimer with a unique NH,-terminal sequence, was the first to be 

isolated and characterized. It is known that three mammalian TGF-P isofonns exist, TGF- 

pl, -Pz, and -P,, that share approxirnately 70% sequence hornology at the amino acid leve16' 

and in most ce11 systerns examined to date have indistinguishable biological activities6'. 

However, their patterns of expression are quite distinct in both the embryo and the ad~lt?'~' 

In rnost tissues TGF-B is secreted as a latent complex non-covalently associated with its 

processed latency peptide and ari additional binding p r ~ t e i d ~ - ~ '  and has been shown to have a 

half-life of approximately 14 ho~rs '~ .  The action of this growth factor may also be 

modulated through the interaction of complernentary ce11 types7). 

TGF-p was originally identified as a factor that transformed the phenotype of 

fibroblasts and perrnitted their growth in soft agar culture". However, îhe pleiotropic actions 



of TGF-P are perhaps best illustrated by ks potential ability to exert either positive or 

negative effects on ce11 growth, demonstrating the necessity to determine its biologicai role 

empincdly in any given context. In the heart, TGF-Pl is synthesized by both cardiomyocytes 

and cardiac fibroblast~'~. In the adult ventricular myocardium the preponderance of basal 

TGF-Pl is localized to the non-myocyte ce11 fiacti~n.'~ It has been implicated as an inducer 

of cardiac muscle formation67, differentiati~n?~, m ~ r ~ h o g e n e s i s " ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  and, as will be discussed 

below, hypertrophy. 

The three mammalian foms of TGF-P bind to three types of receptors found on most 

marnrnalian ceil types. The type411 receptor, however, has no known signaiing f u n ~ t i o n . ~ ~  

Type-1 and type41 receptors are distantly related Ser/Thr kinases. As reviewed by Hefti et 

alz4, ligand binding to the pnmary type41 receptor enables it to bind and phosphorylate the 

type4 receptor, which then propagates the signal. Recently, Smad proteins were identified as 

the first farnily of putative TGF-P signal transd~cers.'~ Phosphorylated by activated 

receptors, Srnads forrn complexes, move into the nucleus and, by associating with DNA 

binding proteins, activate gene transcription. 

Growrh Factors & Curdiac Kypertruphy 

In addition to their role in cellular differentiation and growth, grow-th factors have 

heen implicated in the development of hypertrophy secondary to a variety of cardiac diseases, 

specifically, infar~tion'~, progressive coronary artery occlusions0, ischemia in the porcine 

headl ,  and pressure o v e r l ~ a d ~ ~ - ~ ~ " ~ .  In addition, norepinephrine, AN-II, and isoproterenol, 



agonists k n o w  to produce cardiac hypertrophy, have also been shown to up-regulate the 

expression of growth factors in the heart 84-86. 

TGFPl has been associated with left ventricular mass secondary to pressure 

o v e r ~ o a d ~ ~ .  Directly linking growth factor signaling with cardiac hypertrophy, TGFPl has 

been shown to stimulate cultured rat cardiomyocytes to synthesize contractile proteinsR7. 

Parker et af." have provided evidence that TGF-Pl alters the expression of at least six 

myocardial genes in neonatal cardiac myocytes: the induction of P-MHC, skeletal cc-actin, 

smooth muscle cc-actin and ANF, and the down-regulation of cc-MHC and of sarcoplasmic 

reticulum ~ a "  ATPase. Notably, this response profile mirnics the genetic events described 

above following exposure of the heart to pressure overload. Although these results were 

observed in cultured neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, TGF-P 1's ability to increase the fiactional 

rate of P-MHC synthesis while suppressing that of a-MHC has also been shown in adult 

rabbit cardiac myocytesR9. 

Clinical studies have demonstrated a positive correlation between left ventncular 

mass and IGF-1 levels in patients with growth hormone deficiencygO and in hypertensive 

patients9'. In animal models, pressure or volume overload resulting in ventricular 

hypertrophy has also been associated with elevated IGF-I levelss2. Deckersg and ~ t h e r s " . ~ ~  

have demonstrated the capacity of IGFs to stimulate cardiomyocytes hypertrophy in vitro. 

These studies showed that IGFs modulate protein turnover, resulting in an accumulation in 

total and contractile protein and physical cellular hypertrophy, independent of mechanical 

l ~ a d . ~ ~  Specifically, the greatest degree of cardiomyocyte growth, via increased protein 

synthesis, occurred in response to IGF-1. A shdyS6 involving both renin-dependent and 



renin-independent models of pressure-induced ventricular hypertrophy in the rat also 

demonstrated an up-regulation of IGF-1 mRNA and protein coincident with the onset of 

systolic hypertension and accelerated ventricular growth. However, despite continued 

pressure overload and hypertrophy mRNA levels returned to baseline, suggesting a role for 

IGF-1 in the initiation of hypertrophy. In vilro experiments have also demonstrated the 

capacity of IGF-1 to enhance the expression of P-MHCq4 and the muscle specific genes: 

skeletal a-actin, MLCî, and troponin I~'. However, in contrast to the stimulatory effects of 

TGF-P and pressure overload, IGF-1 down-regulates smooth muscle a-actin and ANF in 

adult rat c a r d i ~ r n ~ o c ~ t e s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  This is interesting given the increase in cell size reported for 

neonatal rat cardiomyocytes treated with IGF-192 but not of treated adult rat c a r d i ~ r n ~ o c ~ t e s ~ ~ .  

In addition to their autocrine and paracrine actions on cardiomyocytes, peptide growth 

factors would also be expected to a f i c t  non-muscle components of the myocardium. In fact, 

both TGF-pl and IGF-I have been shown to induce collagen production by f ibr~blas ts~~,~ ' .  

This is in agreement with the development of interstitial fibrosis in myocardial hypertrophyg3, 

particularly in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (see b e ~ o w ) ~ ~ .  



Hypertrophie cardiomyopathy (HCM) is a primary cardiac disease charactenzed by 

left venhicular hypertrophy of unknown cause. Of significant clinical importance, HCM is 

the most common cause of sudden death in otherwïse apparently healthy competitive 

a th le te~?~ Originally descnbed by two French pathologists in the mid 1 gth c e n t ~ r ~ l ~ ~ - ' ~ '  and a 

German pathologist'02 in the early 20' century, HCM came to the attention of modem 

medicine following the simultaneous reports of l3rockIo3 and ~ea re ' "  in the 1950's. HCM 

displays a unique pathophysiology, heterogeneous expression and clinical spectrum; it is 

fiom thïs great diversity that much of the confusion surrounding this disorder arises, in terms 

of etiology, diagnosis, natural history, and clinical management. 

DeJinition andprevalence 

The most characteristic morphologie abnomality of HCM is a hypertrophied and 

non-dilated left v e n t d e  in the absence of another cardiac or systemic disease that itself is 

capable of producing lefi ventricular hypertrophy, such as aortic stenosis or systemic 

hypertension'0s. While a syrnmeûical pattern of left ventricular hypertrophy may occur1", the 

hypertrophy is almost always asyrnmetrical and primmily involves the ventricular septum, 

with mid-ventricular, apical and rarer types being far less c~rn rnon . '~~  In addition, HCM 

patients typically present with atrial enlargement, thickening of the mitral valve leaflets, and 

areas of fibrosis in the ventricular wall.lo6 Seventy-five percent of HCM hearts also show a 

charactenstic fibrous plaque on the mural endocardiurn of the lef3 ventricle in apposition to 



the anterior mitral leaflet, presumably resulting from systolic contact between the mitral 

valve and the septum.'" These pathological features are reflected in the distinctive 

histological appearance of HCM - stnking cardiomyocyte hypertrophy accompanied by gross 

muscle buncile disorganization and a significant amount of extracellular matrix deposition. 

Lefl ventncular hypertrophy is one of the most powerhl predictors of cardiac 

morbidity and mortality.lo8 In HCM patients, the pathophysiological features affecting 

clinical course can include:systolic dyshction, left ventricular diastolic ciysfunction, 

impaired coronary vasodilator reserve and myocardial ischemia reviewed by wiglelo7 and 

~ a r o n l ~ ~ .  In addition, hypertrophy of the interventricular septum may produce a pronounced 

obstruction to LV outflow tract, termed hypertrophie obstructive cardiomyopathy (HOCM). 

Severe symptoms unresponsive to pharmacological therapy can necessitate surgical 

correction to improve cardiac function. 

The prevalence of HCM in the general population is estimated to range from 0.02% 

(1 in 5000)lo9 to 0.2% (1 in 500)"~. However, it is believed that many individuals in the 

cornrnunity go undetected because they manifest no or only mild symptoms and therefore do 

not undergo the required diagnostic echocardiographic analysis. 

Molecular Genetics 

Molecular genetic risk factors are of great interest to cardiovascular physicians, since 

genes may be directly responsible for some cardiac diseases or may predispose an individual 

to cardiac disease through interaction with other genes or with the environment. 

Approximately 50% of HCM patients show a Mendelian autosornai dominant pattern of 



familial transmission, currently referred to as familial hypertrophie cardiomyopathy.' 'O*' ' ' 

The penetrance of the disease gene is incomplete during adolescence and increases with age 

to nearly complete penetrance in adulthood. ' 'O.' " 

HCM has widely been described as a heterogeneous disease of the sarcomere. To 

date, mutations in genes coding for six different sarcornenc proteins, narnely, P-myosin 

heavy chah (B-MHC)"~-"~, cardiac troponin T " ~ . ' ~ ~ ,  myosin binding protein-c"'.'~', a- 

tropomyosin~ 14. ~ a i x  , and the essential and regulatory myosin light chains"' have been 

identified in patients with HCM. It is therefore beiieved that the hypertrophy in HCM may 

be compensatory in response to abnormalities resulting fiom these mutations. However, the 

mechanism by which mutant sarcomenc proteins produce the regional hypertrophy in HCM 

patients remains to be identified. Recent work has begun to explore the potentiaI functional 

significance of these mutations to contractile fimction. Functional studies have shown that 

some mutant B-MHCs have abnomal fun~tion."~-'~' Since, in addition to their expression in 

the heart of HCM patients, mutant P-MHCs are expressed in slow-twitch skeletal muscle 

fibers, in vitro contractility assays with skeletal muscle have permitted an analysis of 

contractile properties of single slow-twitch human muscle fibers with distinct P-MHC 

mutations. This has demonstrated a heterogeneic effect on contractile function: a decreased 

maximum velocity of shortening and decreased isometric force generation in a mutation near 

the binding site of the essential light chain, a lowered forcehtiffness ratio and depressed 

velocity of shortening in a mutation at the actin interface of myosin, and normal contractile 

properties in a mutation at the end of the ATP-binding pocket.'" Support for the role of 

troponin T mutations in the pathogenesis of HCM has also been suggested by the 



demonstration of abnormal function in two mutations expressed NI v i t r ~ . ' ~ ~ - " ~  Conversely, a 

different troponin T mutation has been shown to result in an increase in the velocity of actin- 

troponin filaments in an in vitro motility assay. Rare mutations in cardiac MLCs have also 

been associated with an increase in the velocity of actin-rnyosin interaction."' Thus, 

sarcornenc mutations in HCM do not appear to act through a cornmon mechanism (ie 

fùnctional contractile impairment) that supports the cornpensatory hypertrophy hyp~thesis."~ 
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Another unexplained observation of HCM is that first degree relatives (ie carrying 

identical mutations) manifest variable patterns of left ventricular wall thickening and çlinical 

prognosis."3 Furthemore, as previously mentioned, farnily studies have estimated that this 

autosomal dominant trait is only present in 50% of HCM patients, with the remaining HCM 

patients presurnably representing sporadic occurrences. 

Perhaps the most confounding feature of HCM is the remarkably asyrnmetrical 

pattern of hypertrophy. As sarcorneric mutations are present in al1 cardiac myocytes, it 

would be intuitive to expect any resulting impairment to contractile function to produce a 

response analogous to hypertrophy compensatory to load - a global, symrnetric hypertrophy. 

Just as intriguing is that despite the presurned impairment in contractile function given by the 

sarcomere hypothesis, the lefi ventricular ejection fraction, a measure of systolic function, is 

normal or even increased in HCM patients.'07~"Jv135 Lastly, although hypertrophy of 

individual cardiomyocytes is charactenstic of both HCM hypertrophy and that compensatory 

to load, myocardial fibrosis is more extensive in HCM myocardiumg8. 

A functional interaction between mutant sarcomeric genes and other genes regulating 

myocardial growdi remains a possibility. Angiotensin II is one agonist known to invoke 



rnyocardial hypertrophy. The angiotensin conversing enzyme (ACE) converts angiotensin I 

to angiotensin II in the heart. The ACE gene has insertioddeletion polymorphisrn, of which 

the genotype with two deletion alleles (DD genotype) has been associated with higher plasma 

ACE activity. The DD genotype has been associated with an increased 

hypertrophy in hypertensive patientsi36, and sudden death in patients 

140.141 Myocardial calcium kinet i~s ' )~ and sympathetic stimulation have also been investigated 

because of the diastolic functional abnomalities in symptomatic HCM patients. While the 

contribution of multiple factors such as these rnay eventually contribute to our understanding 

of the heterogeneity of this abnormality, the predilection for seven regional hypertrophy of 

the interventricular septum remains to be explained. Clearly, the evidence available to date 

cannot account for a nurnber of features of HCM and there must therefore be other factors 

involved in the development of this abnormality. 

Gro wth Factors in HOCM Patients. 

Li et al have recently shown that IGF-1 and TGF-Pl ~ R N A ' ,  protein9 and their 

respective receptors9*"' are over-expressed in HOCM myocardium compared to that fiom 

hypertrophie myocardium compensatory to load (aortic stenosis) and to non-hypertrophie 

myocardiurn from patients with stable angina and fiom explanted hearts. Significant 

elevations of TGFPl mRNA have also been shown to accompany genetically determined 

hypertrophy in the cardiomyopathie Syrian hamster1" and irnrnunohistochemistry has 

demonstrated elevated levels of ~FGF'' in HOCM patients. 



Evidence fiom experiments focusing on the signaling molecules downstream of 

growth factor receptors have strengthened the premise that myocardial growth factors are 

involved in the development of HOCM. Utilizing cultured cardiomyocytes, three 

independent signahg pathways downstream of growth factor receptors, ras'", G,'~', and 

gp130 '~~,  have recently been implicated in the activation of key features of the hypertrophic 

response in vitro. Subsequently, transgenic mice expressing a ventricular MLC-ras fusion 

147 gene were used to develop a sub-strain of MLC-ras transgenic mice that displayed a 

significantly enhanced ventncular hypertrophic phenotype." This enhanced sub-strain 

displayed increased wall thickness when compared to both wild-type animais and a pressure- 

overload model. An increased systolic Doppler velocity was seen in the left ventncle of 69% 

of MLC-ras anirnals; no wild-type or pressure overload animals exhibited this phenomenon, 

which parallels that observed in patients with HOCM. Also, myocyte disarray was present in 

al1 MLC-ras animals and was also significantly more extensive than in over-load or wild- 

type myocardiurn. On a molecular level, while the increased cardiac mass in the MLC-ras 

sub-strain is not accompanied by activation of the full complement of ernbryonic gene 

isoforms observed in pressure-overload compensatory hypertrophy, a selective up-regulation 

of mRNA for ANP and BNP was observed. This phenomenon has also been documented in 

LV biopsies from human HOCM patients.'48 Finally, the nuclear proto-oncogenes c-fis, c- 

jun, and c-myc, the ultimate targets of growth factors signaling, have also been found to be 

elevated in HOCM patients". 

Mounting evidence implicates growth factor signaling as a component in the 

pathological mechanism resulting in the HOCM phenotype. However, the impetus for the 

activation of the growth factor signaling rernains to be identified. 



The ccurrent models employed for the investigation of cardiac function have 

limitations. Experiments on the in vivo heart are lirnited by their inability to distinguish 

between the host of factors contributing cardiac function. Also, long-terrn responses cannot 

be studied in isolated organ culture preparations, such as the Langendorff preparation, 

because the organs are not viabIe ex vivo for more than a few hours. 

The advent of primary cardiomyocyte ce11 culture'"-'5' permitted cellular cardiologists 

to dissect many of the molecular cardiac signaling pathways fiom confounding in vivo factors 

and attribute them to particular ce11 types. However, experience with cardiomyocyte culture 

has shown that the culture environment can have a dramatic effect on the phenotype of 

cultured cells. Adult ventricular cardiomyocytes in primary culture undergo significant 

morphological remodeling fiorn the elongated in vivo structure to a spheroidal flat shape and 

an accompanying loss of the characteristic myofibrillar contractile apparatus within the first 

1-3 days in culture'". In contrast, neonatal cardiomyocyte's striated structure is lost almost 

imrnediately in c~l ture~. '~ ' .  

Whereas mammalian cardiomyocyte division in vivo is thought to stop shortly 

following birth"", serurn has been observed to be mitogenic for cultured cardiomyocytes'? 

However the degree of rnitogenicity is dependent upon the serum type. Adult rat 

cardiomyocytes cultured in a 10% adult horse serum exhibit lirnited mitosis and division only 

during the first week of culture.'" In contrast to this minimally mitogenic stimulus, 10% 

fetal bovine semm proved to be strongly mitogenic, permitting adult cardiomyocytes to 

divide for as long as 6 months, presurnably because fetal serum should have more growth 



factors than adult serum'. Further, cardiomyocytes 

fetal bovine serumi. 

division did not occur in the absence of 

S e m  is also known to rnodulate the characteristics of cultured cells. In both 

neonatalS and adul~? cardiomyocytes serum or growth factors are known to modulate the 

growth process and tn maintain or induce, respectively, a pattern of gene expression typicai 

of fetal or embryonic cells. Of interest to the study of cardiac hypertrophy, not only does 

semm induce a hypertrophie phenotype in cultured c e l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  but it induces changes to gene 

expression paralleling those invoked by hypertrophy in vivo. Serum increases neonatal 

cardiomyocyte ce11 volume and total proteinij6, as well as expression of the proto-oncogene 

c-rnyc'" and a- skeletal actin15' and ANF"~ W A .  In contrast, mitogen withdrawal permits 

neonatal cardiomyocytes to express cardiac-specific genes in a developmentally accurate 

pattern when compared to in vivo age rnatched c~ntrols.'~'. Adult cardiomyocytes also 

display a pattern of gene expression paralleling that descnbed for myocardial hypertrophy. 

High serum concentrations invoke a shifi to the fetal P-MHC3 and an up-regulation of 

~ ~ ' 5 8  . Culture of cardiomyocytes in s e m  free conditions, however, maintains the ratio of 

a to f3-MHC mRNA and the level of cardiac a-actin for 7 days'19. However, a minimally 

mitogenic culture environrnent, 5% calf serum, has also been shown to maintain the 

differentiated charactenstics of adult cardiomyocytes, maintaining a-MHC expression levels 

for up to one week4. 

It has been suggested that the drarnatic morphological changes observed likely 

represent an adaptation to a new environrnent following the rernoval of in vivo factors, such 

as strict three-dimensional geometry, cell-to-ce11 interactions and the signaling capacity 



provided therein and an environment requiring a significant amount of  work (ie c~ntraction).~ 

While the significance of studying cardiomyocytes may be intuitively tied to their contractile 

function in the normal and pathological heart, the importance of non-myocyte cardiac ceils 

also cannot be understated. Myocytes comprise approximately 80% of the heart mass, but 

represent only 25% of total cardiac ce11s6, whereas fibroblasts, neurons and endothelid cells 

account for the majority of cells by number. Cardiac fibroblasts, representing 90% of the 

non-myocyte ce11 population'60, have the potential to dramatically affect alter the cardiac 

phenotype as they are responsible for the production of the extracelIular matrix (ECM) 

proteins that constitute the intricate and highly organized collagen matrix serving to 

intercomect cardiac myocytes to one another and their neighboring cap il la rie^.'^^ Thus, if 

integrated function, or dysfunction, of whole organs is the goal, an organotypic model is 

required. 

The utility of any in vitro model is dependent upon its stability over the time period 

required for evaluation of the desired variables. However, experience with myocardial tissue 

culture is limited to a single report by ~ t i o n u '  demonstrating the maintenance of IGF-I 

expression in hurnan ventricular TM explants cultured for one week in 10% fetal calf serum. 

To demonstrate the utility and appropriateness of a myocardial tissue culture model, both the 

phenotype and gene expression of cultured myocardial explants should be characterized in a 

range of culture environrnents. 



HYPOTHESIS & OBJECTrVES 

A tissue culture mode1 of the myocardium may offer a representative model of the 

myocardiurn because it maintains normal three-dimensional geometry and cell-to-ce11 

interactions between myocytes and non-myocytes found in vivo, characteristics not achieved 

in traditional cardiornyocyte culture models. IGF-1 and TGFPl have been found to be over- 

expressed in HOCM myocardium. However, investigations into the role of these growth 

factors in vivo is confounded by the presence of multiple in vivo factors such as pressure or 

catecholamines, which are also known to modulate growth factor expression. A myocardial 

tissue culture model permits the evaluation of growth factor gene expression in the absence 

of such potentially confounding factors. 

In light of the above rationale the following hypotheses were formulated: 

Hypothesis 1 : 

A myocardial tissue culture model will preserve the cardiac phenotype in vitro. 

Hypothesis 2: 

IGF-1 and TGFP1 are involved in the development of hypertrophy in HOCM. 

An investigation of these hypothesis was conducted with the following aims: 

Specific Aims: 

1. Examine the phenotypic changes (ie sarcomere and nuclear structure) of cultured human 
myocardium with time. 

2. Evaluate the effects of serurn on IGF-1 and TGF-Pl gene expression over time in cultured 
human myocardium. 



3. Evaluate IGF-1 and TGF-Pl gene expression versus time in culture in normal (non- 
diseased) rat myocardium. 

4. Observe the differential effects of a minimally mitogenic versus a mitogenic environment 
on IGF-I and TGF-Pl gene expression over time in cultured HOCM and non-HOCM 
myocardium. 

5. Determine if the observed in vivo over-expression of IGF-1 and TGF-pl mRNA in 
HOCM myocardium persists in culture. 



METHODS 

Human myocardial lefi ventricular septal biopsies were obtained fiorn: (i) adults with 

hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy (HOCM) undergoing corrective sub-aortic septal 

myectomy and (ii) non-HOCM explanted hearts from patients undergoing heart 

transplantation (TM). The pathology of the TM hearts was either dilated or ischernic 

cardiomyopathy. For al1 biopsies, the patient's age and gender was recorded and is presented 

in Table 1. Permission was obtained from the Toronto Hospital's Human Experimentation 

Cornmittee and fiom the patients. Rat myocardium was obtained from adult WKY rats, 

approximately 300-3 508. 

Table 1: Patient Age and Gender Demographics by Experimental Group 

Sex 

Experiment Age (Y rs) Male Fernale 

HOCM 2% ABS (n=7) 52.9t 12.4 5 2 

10% FBS (n=6) 47.4k9.1 5 1 

TM î%ABS (n=6) 48.3I5.9 4 2 

10% FBS (n=6) 54.4k 12 -7 4 2 

Upon explantation, a tissue sarnple was immediateiy fiozen in liquid nitrogen, to 

serve as the in vivo (day 0) control, and the remainder of the tissue was placed into culture 

medium (see below) for tissue transportation to the tissue culture facility. 



TISSUE CULTURE 

Tissue specimens were washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (NaCl 136.9 rnM, 

KC1 2.7 mM, Na,HP04 8.1 mM, KH,P04 1.5 mM, pH 7.3) and dissected into fragments for 

culture. A control sample was immediately placed in neutralized formalin for histology. The 

remainder of the myocardial fragments were placed in multi-well culture plates, 4-5 

fragments per well, and covered with 1 ml of Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium 

(Canadian Life Technoloiges Inc., Burlington, Ontario) with 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 

p g h l  streptomycin, 0.1 rnrnol/L P-mercaptoethanol and supplemented with either O%, 2%, 

or 10% fetal bovine senun or 2% adult bovine serurn. Tissue was maintained in a hwnidified 

environment containing air and 5% carbon dioxide at 37OC. Culture medium was changed 

every two days. 

Tissue collection for histology and molecular biology occurred on days 3, 5, and 7 of 

culture, while samples for histology were collected up until21 days of culture. Sarnples were 

pooled from multiple wells, washed three times in PBS and placed irnrnediately in either 

neutralized 10% formalin, for histology, 1% glutaraldehyde, 4% formaldehyde in 0.1 M 

phosphate buffer for electron microscopy or snap frozen in liquid nitrogen for molecular 

biological analysis. 



RNA Isolation 

RNA was extracted fiom fiozen myocardial tissue using TRIzol reagent (BK-Life 

Technologies), a monophasic solution of phenol and guanidine isothiocyanate based upon the 

single-step RNA isolation method developed by Chomczynski and sacchi','. Total RNA was 

isolated as outlined by the manufacturer. Bnefly, frozen myocardium (50 - 100 mg) was 

powdered under liquid nitrogen and homogenized in 1 ml TRIzoI. Chloroform (0.2 ml per 

ml of reagent) was added, mixed and incubated for 3 minutes at room temperature. Samples 

were centrifuged at 12,000g for 15 minutes (at 4OC) and the extracted aqueous phase 

transferred to a new tube. Total RNA was precipitated for 1 hour at -20°C following addition 

of isopropyl alcohol (0.5 ml per ml of reagent). RNA precipitate was pelleted by 

centrifugation at 14,000g for 15 minutes and washed once with 75% ethanol (DEPC water). 

Dry isolated RNA was re-suspended in 15-20 pg DEPC treated HzO and quantified using 

spectrophotometry, based upon its absorbence at 260 nm (A,,,). 

Evidence of RNA integrity was demonstrated by: (i) ethidium bromide visualization 

of sharp, non-degraded, 28s and 18s rRNA upon electrophoretic fiactionation of RNA 

through a denaturing agarose/forrnaldehyde gel, and (ii) an A,,dA,,, ratio of 1.5-2.0. 

First Strand c DNA Synthesis 

Total cellular RNA was reverse transcnbed by using the Superscript II reverse 

transcription enzyme (BRL-Canadian Life) and oligo dT(20)16'. Briefly, RNA (2-4 pg) was 



combined with 1 pg oligo dT,, and DEPC H20 (to 12 pl) and heated for 10 minutes at 70°C, 

cooled on ice, and bnefly centrifbged. A mixture of 4 pl 5X RT-reaction buffer (250 mM 

Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 275 rnM KCl, 15 mM MgClJ, 2 pl 0.1 mol/L DTT, 1 pl dNTPs (25 

mmol/L, each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dïTP; BRL-Canadian Life) and 200 units Superscnpt 

II was added. Samples were incubated at 42°C for 1 hour. The reaction was stopped by 

incubation at 70°C for 15 minutes and sarnples were collected by centrifugation and stored at 

-20°C. 

PoZymerase Chain Reaction ( K R )  

PCR is a highly sensitive technique. Hence, small variations in RNA extraction, and 

quantification and in reverse transcription reaction efficiency may translate into larger 

differences in PCR products. Furthemore, the arnount of arnplified reverse transcription 

product generated from the sarne target sequence after the sarne nurnber of cycles and under 

identical experirnental conditions often differs from one PCR reaction to another, even when 

using a master mix of reaction ~ o r n ~ o n e n t s ' ~ ~ , ' ~ ~  To correct for these potential variations, a 

housekeeping gene is cornmonly used. The premise for this is that if the housekeeping gene 

standard mRNA is expressed at the sarne level in two samples, the ratio of PCR products 

generated from the target and housekeeping genes should be indicative of the relative level of 

expression of the target mRNA in those s a n ~ ~ l e s ' ~ ' .  This fom of semi-quantitative PCR, 

when cornbined with a Bio-Rad gel documentation and densitometric analysis system, as 

described below, has been s h o w  to be capable of producing results that mirror those 



produced by quantitative PCR (Mingyao Liu, University of Toronto, persona1 

communication). 

PCR primer sets corresponding to IGF-1 and TGF-pl were designed (Primer 

Designer, version 1 .O 1) and, along with the housekeeping gene, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate- 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (Clontech), were synthesized (ACGT, Toronto, ON). PCR primers 

were designed to discriminate between genomic and cDNA sequences by selecting primers 

that span two exons. Thus, amplified contarninating genomic DNA, which contains introns 

in addition to exons, would appear as larger PCR product. Primer characteristics and their 

anticipated PCR product size are surnrnarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: PCR Primer Sequences of Housekeeping and Growth Factor Genes 

cDNA and Position in Sequence of Primer PCR 
Primer Sequence Product 

S ize 
GAPDH166 

Forward 584 - 606 5' - TGA CCA CAG TCC ATG CCA TCA CT- 3' 274 bp 
Reverse 857 - 579 5'  - GAC GCT TCC TTC ACC ACC TTC TT - 3' 

TGF-P 1 I b 7  

Forward 1678 - 1699 5' - GCC CTG GAC ACC AAC TAT TGC T - 3' 161 bp 
Reverse 1838- 1817 5'-AGGCTCCAAATGTAGGGGCAGG-3' 

IGF-1 16' 
Fonvard 349 - 370 5' - TCT TCA GTT CGT GTG TGG AGA C - 3 '  181 bp 
Reverse 509 - 528 5' - ACA GAG CGA GCT GAC TTG GC - 3' 

The PCR reaction solution (total volume 50 pl) was mixed on ice and contained: I pl 

first-strand cDNA, 5 pl 10X PCR buffer (200 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.4), 500 mM KCl) and 1.5 

pl of 50 rnrnolLL MgCl, (BRL-Canadian Life), 1 pl of 25 mmolk dNTP, 1.25 units Tuq 

DNA Polymerase (BRL-Canadian Life), 20 nrnole primers (GAPDH, IGF-1, or TGFPI. 



Sample were transferred into a thermocycler (GeneAmp 2400, Perkin-Elmer) set to 95°C and 

the DNA was denatured for 10 minutes. Subsequently, amplification cycles (see below for 

description of nurnber of cycles) were performed in the following conditions: denaturation 

(94"C, 30 seconds), anneding (SOC, 30 seconds), and primer extension (7Z°C, 1 minute). A 

final incubation at 72°C for 5 minutes was followed by storage at 4°C. 

PCR products were subsequently separated using agarose gel electrophoresis, 

visualized by ethidium bromide staining, photographed and densitornetrically uantitated , as 

described below. For each of the growth factor and the housekeeping genes, PCR reactions 

were canried out at each of 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 reaction cycles. The appropriate nurnber of 

amplification cycles for each gene was determined by densitornetric analysis to ensure that 

the amplified product feIl within their respective amplification curves. For al1 three genes 

(IGF-1, TGFP1, and GAPDH), 30 amplification cycles was selected. In addition, PCR 

products were initialIy confkned to correspond to the targeted genes by sequencing (see 

below). Thenceforth, products were identified by tlieir expectant molecular size (Table 2) 

when compared to a standard ladder. The GAPDH housekeeping gene was confirmed to be 

expressed at constant Ievels between HOCM and non-HOCM tissue and between each time 

point in culture and in vivo control sarnples (data not shown). 

Sequencing of PCR Prodz~ t s  

PCR products were confirmed to correspond to the targeted genes by cDNA 

sequencing, based upon a modified dideoxy chah termination sequencing procedure of 

WinshipI6'. First, PCR products were isolated and purifed. Briefly, PCR products separated 



by agarose gel electrophoresis were excised and suspended in 0.5 ml TE buffer by shaking 

overnight at 37°C. The supernatant was extracted with phenol and chloroform (1:l). DNA 

was precipitated overnight at -20°C with 1/10 volume of 3 M sodium acetate and 2 volumes 

of 100% ethanol. Following centrifugation, the DNA pellet was washed once with 70% 

ethanol, re-spun and dried. DNA was redissolved in 50 pl of H,O. The amount of purified 

DNA to be used in the sequencing reaction was estimated by ruming on an agarose gel. 

Purified DNA (50 ng) was mixed with approximately 20 prnoles of the respective primers, 

dissolved in 6 pl annealing buffer (20 rnM Tris pH 7.5,25 mM MgCl?, 50 mM NaCl in 10% 

DMSO) and annealed at 100°C for 3 minutes. To prevent renaturation, samples were 

irnrnediately fiozen in liquid nitrogen. On ice, 4 pl of reaction mix (1 pl of 0.1 M DTT, 1 pl 

s3' dATP (IOpCi, 1000 Ci/rnmol), 2 pl of 8:l diluted SequenaseTM, with Enzyme Dilution 

Buffer fiom Sequenase" kit) to the annealing mixture (total volume, 10 ml). Afier mixing, 

each reaction was aliquoted (equal parts) into pre-warmed dideoxy mixes (2p1 of either ATP, 

GTP, CTP, or TTP). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 5 minutes at 37°C at which 

point it was stopped with 5 pl stopping buffer. After being denatured at 100°C for 5 minutes, 

the sequencing products were fractionated through a 6% acrylamide gel (25 ml of a 46.7% 

urea solution, 5ml 10X TBE and 20ml 20% acrylamide). The gel was dried overnignt and 

placed with X-ray film (Kodak) for an overnight exposure. Sequenced products were read 

and compared with the predicted cDNA base sequence. 



Densitometric Analysis 

The densitometric ratio of growth factors to GAPDH PCR product bands was 

deterrnined using a computer image densitometer (BioRad Gel Doc 1000) as a semi- 

quantitative mesure of relative gene expression. The ratio of the growth factor to GAPDH 

products was calculated. For time course studies. given that the samples were collected, 

cultured and analyzed by at different time points, absolute densitometric ratios cannot be 

compared because of anticipated inter-reaction variations. Therefore, to compare gene 

expression trends both within and arnong the sarnple groups, growth factor / GAPDH ratios 

were determined and standardized to day 0, or in vivo, values, which were set equal to 1.0. 

Data was expressed as average values f SD. In view of the aforementioned limitations to 

semi-quantitative analysis, for the direct cornparison behveen HOCM and TM myocardial 

growth factor levels, samples at each time point were analyzed within the same PCR reaction. 

Protein Quantification 

Myocardial tissue was homogenized in 1 ml solution containing 50 rnM Tris-HCl (pH 

7.4). Following 30 minutes incubation on ice, the homogenate was centrifuged at 14,000 x g 

for 15 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was collected and total protein concentration 

measured using the Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA). 



Chernilztrninescenf Slot Blot 

IGF-I and TGF-BI protein levels were determined using cherniluminescent slot blot 

analy~is."~ Forty micrograms of protein from HOCM or TM samples was loaded ont0 a 0.2 

pm nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher & Schuell Inc., Keene, NH) using the Minifold II 

Slot Blotting System (Schleicher Rr Schuell Inc., Keene, NH). Growth factor standards (IGF- 

1: 250, 125, 62.5, 3 1.25ng; TGF-Pl: 40, 20, 10, Sng, Sigma, Mississauga, ON) were loaded 

on the same membrane to confirm antibody specificity. After drying at room temperature for 

10 minutes, subsequent reactions were pexformed at 37°C. The membrane was washed twice 

in TTBS buffer (50 rnM Tris-HC1 buffer, pH 7.4 and 0.1% Tween-20) for 5 minutes. Non- 

specific membrane binding sites were blocked by 30 minutes treatment with blocking buffer 

(5% milk, 95% TTBS). Mouse monoclonal antibodies against hurnan IGF-1 (Cederlane 

Laboratories, Hornby, ON) and TGF-Pl (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) (1:3000 and 

3:1000 diluted with 0.5 x blocking buffer, respectively) were added and incubated for 30 

minutes. Unbound antibody was removed by two washings with TTBS, 5 minutes each, and 

the membrane was incubated with goat anti-mouse-HRP conjugated antibody (1:3000 

dilution, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) for 30 minutes. The membrane was washed 

twice with TTBS for 5 minutes each and IGF-1 and TGF-Pl proteins were detected by 

chemilurninescence using the Boehringer Mannheim detection kit (Quebec, Canada). 

Densitometric analysis of the sarnple bands was performed with a Bio-Rad image analysis 

system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). Results were standardized to Day O in vivo 

protein levels, which were set equal to 1 .O. Results are expressed as mean k SD. 



STATISTICS 

Data is expressed as mean * SD. Statisticai analysis on time course studies was 

performed using two-way ANOVA to determine the effects of time and serum concentration 

on growth factor gene expression in culture within each tissue type (ie HOCM or non- 

HOCM). Subsequently Student's ftests were performed to compare growth factor expression 

at each time point while controlling for serurn concentration and conversely to compare the 

effect of serum concentration on growth factor expression while controlhg for time in 

culture. Direct cornparison studies of growth factor expression between HOCM and non- 

HOCM myocardiurn were also analyzed by Student's ttest. Significance was accepted at the 

95% confidence limit, i.e. p<0.05 level. 



Since experience with cultured human myocardial explants is limited', tissue 

viability, phenotype and gene expression of cultured myocardium needs to be more fully 

characterized. While there is little concern with the difision of nutrients and wastes into and 

out of cells, respectively, in cell culture, it is of vital importance when culturing tissue 

fragments. Thus, the first parameter evaluated was the size of cultured explants. Myocardial 

tissue fiom explanted adult hearts from patients undergoing heart transplantation (TM) was 

cultured as fragments of approximately 1 mm3 to 12 mm3 for one week and evaluated by 

histology. As shown in (Figure 1 and Figure 2), cultured myocardium that was 

approximately 2 mm3 appeared to survive best, staining strongly with a hemotoxylin and 

eosin stain and exhibiting normal nuclei. As the size of the cultured explants increased, the 

tissue survival decreased. M i l e  the central tissue area appeared necrosed, staining weakly 

and displaying few nuclei, areas of swiving myocardium could be identified around the 

perimeter of the larger explants, illustrating the limits of diffusion in providing appropriate 

nutrition and removal of wastes in this tissue culture model. 

Cardiomyocytes are known to undergo dramatic morphological changes in primary 

ce11 culture. Most significantly, the myofibrillar contractile apparatus breaks down in 

cultured cardiornyocytes. The phenotype of HOCM explants cultured in 2% and 10% fetal 

bovine serum (FBS) or 2% adult bovine serum (ABS) for up to three weeks was evaluated by 

light microscopy and, for selected samples, electron microscopy. Cultured tissue continued 



to exhibit organized sarcomeres after one week of culture when viewed with both light 

(Figure 3) and electron (Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6) microscopy. However, as seen by 

electron microscopy, after two and three weeks in culture organized sarcorneres could not be 

identified (two-week photomicrograph shown in Figure 7). 





Figure 1: Effect of explant size on survival of human myocardium in culture. 

Photomicrographs of hemotoxylin and eosin stained hypertrophie obstructive 

cardiomyopathic explants cultured in 10% fetal bovine s e m  for seven days; 

magnification, 40x. A. Myocardium cultured as 2 mm3 explants survived 

best staining strongIy and homogeneousIy. B. Myocardiurn cultured as 12 

mm3 explants appeared necrosed, staining weakly, except for peripheral areas 

(t). This demonstrates the limitations of diffusion in adequateiy supporting 

the nutritional requirements of cultured myocardiaI explants. 





Figure 2: Cardiac phenotype in hurnan myocardiurn cultured in 10% fetal bovine serum. 

Photomicrographs of hemotoxylin and eosin stained hypertrophie obstructive 

cardiomyopathic explants, magnification 200x. Myocardial explants cultured 

in 10% fetal bovine senim for three (A) and seven (B) days. 





Figure 3: Cardiac phenotype in human rnyocardium cultured in 2% adult bovine s e m .  

P hotornicrographs of hemotoxy lin and eosin stained hypertrophic obstructive 

cardiomyopathic explants, magnification 400x. A. In vivo control 

myocardiurn (day O) illustrating normal appearance of rnyocardial sarcorneres 

(t). B. Myocardial explants cultured for seven days in 2% adult bovine 

senun. Cardiomyocytes continue to display organized sarcomeres (t) after 

seven days of culture. 





Figure 4: Electron-micrograph of cardiomyocytes in hypertrophic obstructive 

cardiomyopathic myocardiurn, illustrating the myofibrillar sarcomeres 

characteristic of normal differentiated cardiomyocytes; magnification 35,040~. 





Figure 5: Electron-micrograph of a hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathie explant 

cultured for three days. Cultured rnyocardial explants continued to exhibit 

organized sarcomeres after three days of culture in 10% fetal bovine se-; 

magnification 3 5,040 x. 





Figure 6:  Electron-micrograph of a hypertrophie obstructive cardiomyopathic explant 

cultured for seven days. Cultured myocardium continued to exhibit organized 

sarcomeres after seven days of culture in 20% fetal bovine S e m ,  

rnagnification 35,040 x. 





Figure 7: Electron-micrograph of a hypertrophie obstructive cardiomyopathic explant 

cultured for fourteen days. Organized sarcomeres could not be identified 

myocardiai explants cultured for fourteen days in 10% fetd bovine S e m ,  

magnification 35,040 x. 



EFFECTS OF SERUM O N  IGF-I AND TGF-PI GENE EXPRESSION 

The effect of serum on myocardial IGF-1 and TGFP 1 gene expression was exarnined 

by RT-PCR in TM tissue cultured in O%, 2% and 10% FBS or 2% ABS. Since histology 

showed that organized sarcomeres disappeared by two weeks of culture, gene expression was 

evaluated within one week of culture. RT-PCR results are shown in Figure 8. Electrophoretic 

fiactionation of isolated rnRNA showed sharp, non-degraded 28s and 18s rRNA bands (data 

not shown), demonstrating integrïty of isolated myocardial RNA. PCR products were 

observed at the expected sizes upon agarose gel electrophoretic separation (GAPDH, 274bp; 

IGF-1, 18 1 bp; TGF-PI, 274bp). There was no observable difference in TM IGF-1 rnRNA 

levels d e r  seven days of culture in any of the culture environments. In contrast, TGF-pl 

rnRNA levels appeared to be elevated with increasing serurn concentrations. This suggests 

that a minirnally mitogenic culture environment, such as a 2% adult bovine serum 

supplemented medium, may maintain both IGF-1 and TGFPl gene expression at in vivo 

levels. Similarly, our observation that senun increases TGFP 1 gene expression correlates 

with other work showing a serum induced embryonic pattern of gene expression in cultured 

adult cardiomyocytes and parallels that described secondary to pressure overload in vivo. 

Therefore, a mitogenic culture environment, such as a 10% FBS supplemented medium, may 

provide an in vitro hypertrophie stimulus. 



Days in Culture 



Figure 8: Effect of serum concentration and type on IGF-1 and TGF-P1 rnRNA 

expression. Myocardium fiom explanted hearts fiom patients undergoing 

heart transpIantation was cultured in medium containing O%, 2% or 10% fetal 

bovine senun (FBS) or 2% adult bovine s e m  (ABS) for 7 days. 

Densitometric quantification of RT-PCR products was expressed as the ratio 

of growth factor / GAPDH, standardized to day O ievels, which were set equai 

to 1 .O; mean +/- SD. 



Normal, non-diseased rat myocardium was cultured in 2% ABS-supplemented 

medium and gene expression evaluated d e r  three, five and seven days of culture. In this 

rninimally rnitogenic environment, as predicted fkom our early observations, both IGF-1 and 

TGF-P1 mRNA levels were maintained throughout the culture penod relative to their in vivo 

IeveIs (Figure 9). 

Waving shown the stability of the cardiac phenotype in human myocardium and the 

maintenance of growth factor gene expression in cultured normal rat myocardial explants for 

one week, the response of human myocardium in culture over time was evaluated. TM 

myocardiurn was cultured in either a minirnally mitogenic (2% ABS) or a mitogenic (10% 

FBS) culture environment and growth factor gene expression was examined after three and 

seven days of culture compared to in vivo control levels. There was no observable difference 

in gene expression patterns between the minimally mitogenic and rnitogenic culture 

environments. TM IGF-1 mRNA levels were maintained, relative to in vivo levels, in both 

culture environrnents at each time point up to seven days (90.7 f 35.3% and 112.0 f. 33.8% 

of in vivo levels after seven days of culture in a minimally mitogenic or mitogenic culture 

environment, respectively; Figure 10B). In contrat, TGF-P 1 rnRNA levels appeared to 

increase with time in both the minimally mitogenic and the mitogenic culture environment 

(1 93.0 f 137.3% and 225.4 f 38.9% respectively after 7 days of culture; Figure 1 1 B). A 



preliminary evaluation of growth factor protein levels was conducted in a srnall sample of 

TM myocardium cultured in the minirnally mitogenic environment. IGF-1 protein levels 

were maintained throughout the one-week culture penod (1 -2 18 tr 1.125 at day 7, n=4) as was 

observed with the mRNA levels. TGF-Pl protein levels, however, on average remained 

constant during the culture penod (1.30 k 1 .O1 at day 7, n=4), in contmst to the apparent 

elevation of &A levels. Closer inspection of the individual sample expression patterns 

revealed a correlation between the mRNA and protein profiles. The samples that 

demonstrated a maintenance of TGFPl protein levels also maintained their mRNA 

expression levels. 

A host of potentially confounding factors that cannot feasibly be rernoved in vivo, 

such as hemodynarnic load, contraction and sympathetic and parasympathetic stimulation, 

complicates the investigation of growth factor expression in HOCM. Evaluation of growth 

factor expression patterns in cultured HOCM explants in the absence of such factors may 

offer insight into the impetus for the activation of the growth factor signaling pathways that 

has been demonstrated in HOCM myocardium. HOCM tissue was cultured in either a 

minimally mitogenic (2% ABS) or a mitogenic (10% FBS) culture medium and growth factor 

gene expression evaluated afier three and seven days of culture (Figure 10A and Figure 11A). 

Cultured HOCM myocardium displayed a significant decrease in IGF-1 rnRNA levels after 

only three days in a rninimally mitogenic culture environment (69 * 15% of in vivo levels, 



pc0.05). This reduction in IGF-1 mRNA levels continued throughout the one-week culture 

period (36 * 20% of NI vivo levels afier 7 days of culture, pc0.05). A preliminary evaluation 

of HOCM protein levels in myocardium cultured in a minimally rnitogenic culture 

environment revealed a similar decreased in IGF-I levels (35.6 t 27.7% of in vivo IeveIs after 

7 days of culture, n=2). Although HOCM IGF-1 mRNA levels were also significantly 

decreased after one week of culture in a mitogenic (10% FBS) environment (64 A 15% of in 

vivo levels at 7 days of cuiture, p<0.05), there was a partiaI maintenance of gene expression 

when cornpared to levels in the minimally mitogenic environment ($0.05 versus 2% ABS 

levels after 7 days of cultured). As was observed in cultured TM rnyocardiuii, HOCM TGF- 

pl mRNA levels appeared to increase in both the minimally mitogenic and mitogenic 

environments (300.8 1 226.8% and 143 t 116.6% respectively after 7 days of culture); for 

the protein levels evaluated in sarnple cultured in the minimally mitogenic medium correlated 

with their respective mRNA levels (323% f 303 at 7 days of culture, n=2). The clearly 

observable increases did not achieve statistical significance due to the high degree of inter- 

sarnple variation: some samples only displayed modest increases in TGFP 1 expression, while 

others exhibited a drarnatic up-regulation of gene expression - up to 7 fold. In addition, the 

mitogenic culture environment appeared to suppress the up-regulation of TGFPl mRNA 

levels that occurred with time in culture. 



A direct comparison of growih factor mRNA levels between HOCM and TM 

myocardium cultured in a minimally mitogenic environment (2% ABS) was perfomed to 

determine the relative expression of IGF-1 and TGFPl in the patient populations used 

throughout this study. HOCM IGF-1 and TGF-Pl mRNA levels were found to be 2.79 and 

1.67 times higher, respectively, than TM levels (pC0.0 1, each; Figure 12A and Figure 13A, 

respectively), which agrees with earlier findings8. 

The results presented above suggested a differential pattern of gene expression with 

time in culture in TM versus HOCM myocardium. However, inherent variations between 

different PCR reactions do not permit a direct comparison of TM versus HOCM gene 

expression at each specific tirne point in culture. Since this is necessary to deterrnine if the 

over-expression of growth factors in HOCM myocardium persists in culture, PCR was 

perfomed on HOCM and TM sarnples sirnultaneously at each tirne point. IGF-1 mRNA 

levels remained significantly elevated at both 3 and 7 days of culture in HOCM versus TM 

fragments (1.90 and 1.56 times, Figure 12B and C, respectively, p 4 . 0 5  for both), although 

the magnitude of the difference appeared to decrease fiom that observed in vivo. This does 

correlate, however, with the observed trend of decreased IGF-1 mRNA levels in HOCM 

myocardium over the one-week culture penod presented in the previous section. The 

expected IGF-I mRNA expression ratio (HOCM/TM) based upon these trends are 1.90 and 

1.30 at days 3 and 7 respectively, which favourably compares with the directly calculated 

1.90 and 1.56 ratios. 



Conversely, culnired HOCM myocardium still expressed elevated TGF-B 1 mRNA 

levels after 3 days in culture @<0.05, Figure 13B), however, this phenomenon disappears by 

day 7 (Figure 13C). This likely occurs as a result of the increases in TGF-Pl gene expression 

in both cultured HOCM and TM myocardium, which in some cases, is dramatic (greater than 

seven fold). 
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Figure 9: Growth factor gene expression in cultured normal rat myocardium. Normal 

rat myocardium was cultured in 2% adult bovine serum-supplemented 

medium and mRNA levels of IGF-1 (A) and TGFB1 (B) were evaluated at O, 

3, 5 and 7 days of culture by semiquantitative RT-PCR. Data is expressed as 

the densitometric ratio of growth factor I GAPDH, standardized to day O 

levels, which were set equal to 1 .O; mean +/- SD, n=6. 
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Figure 10: IGF-I gene expression in cultured human myocardium. Hypertrophic 

obstructive cardiomyopathie myocardiurn (HOCM) (A) and that fiom 

explanted hearts fiom patients undergohg heart transplantation (TM) (B) was 

cultured in either a minimally mitogenic (2% adult bovine serurn; black bars) 

or a mitogenic culture environment (10% fetal bovine serurn, white bars). 

IGF-I mRNA levels were evaluated by semi-quantitative RT-PCR at days 0, 3 

and 7 of culture. Data is expressed as the densitometric ratio of IGF-I / 

GAPDH, standardized to day O levels, which were set equal to 1.0; mean +/- 

SD; HOCM, n=7; TM? n-6; * pC0.05 versus day O (by two-way ANOVA), t 

pC0.05 versus 10% FBS at day 7 (Student7s ttest). 
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Figure 11: TGFPl gene expression in cultured human myocardium. Hypertrophie 

obstructive cardiornyopathic (HOCM) myocardiurn (A) and that frorn 

explanted hearts from patients undergoing heart transplantation (TM) (B) was 

cultured in either a minimally mitogenic (2% adult bovine serum, black bars) 

or a mitogenic culture environment (10% fetal bovine senim; white bars). 

TGFBl mRNA levels were evaluated by semi-quantitative RT-PCR at days O, 

3 and 7 of culture. Data is expressed as the densitornetnc ratio TGFPl / 

GAPDH, standardized to day O, mean f: SD; HOCM, n=7; TM, n=6; no 

significant differences (by two-way ANOVA and Student's nest). 
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Figure 12: Relative IGF-1 gene expression in hypertrophie obstructive cardiomyopathie 

(HOCM) versus non-HOCM control myocardium. HOCM myocardium and 

that fiom explanted hearts fiorn patients undergoing heart transplantation was 

cultured in 2% adult bovine semrn. IGF-1 mRNA levels were evaluated by 

semi-quantitative RT-PCR at each time point: A. in vivo, B. after 3 days of 

culture and C. after 7 days of culture. Data is expressed as densitometric ratio 

of IGF-1 / GAPDH; mean f SD, n=6 each; * p<0-05 versus HOCM (Student's 

ttest). The ratio of HOCMhon-HOCM IGF-1 gene expression is also shown. 
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Figure 13: Relative TGF-P 1 gene expression in hypertrophie obstructive 

cardiomyopathie (HOCM) versus non-HOCM controi myocardium. HOCM 

myocardium and that fkom explanted hearts fkom patients undergoing heart 

transplantation was cultured in 2% adult bovine s e m .  TGF-P 1 rnRNA Ievels 

were evaluated by semi-quantitative RT-PCR at each time point: A. in vivo, B. 

after 3 days of culture and C. after 7 days of culture. Data is expressed as 

densitometric ratio of TGFPl / GAPDH; rnean t SD, n=6 each; * pK0.05 

versus HOCM (Student's ttest). The ratio of HOCMhon-HOCM IGF-1 gene 

expression is also shown. 



DISCUSSION 

The significance of studykg cardiomyocytes is intuitively comected to their 

contractile fùnction in the heart. Primary culture of cardiomyocytes has permitted the 

elucidation of many of their molecular signaling pathways and their role in cardiac 

differentiation, development and growth. This technology has also produced important 

advances in understanding the molecular mechanisms involved in a variety of pathological 

conditions, such as ischernia-reperfusion injury'" and the role of growth factors in cardiac 

hypertrophys.89.9Z93 

Cardiomyocyte ce11 cultures, however, are limited in their ability to accurately reflect 

the in vivo environment. In culture, adult ventricular cardiomyocytes undergo a remodeling 

fiom the elongated in vivo structure to a spheroidal flat shapeI4 and, most significantly, suffer 

a breakdown of their organized sarcomeres within the first 1-3 days in culture4. This loss of 

myofibnllar structures occurs despite the relatively long half-life of myosin, 5.5 days in 

vivo'72. These structural changes have also been reported in cultured cardiomyocytes 

reported to remain highly differentiated, maintaining expression of the adult a-MHC isoform 

for 7 days4. Two possible explanations have been proposed for the changes observed in 

cultured cardiomyocytes: (i) the cells are released from strict NI vivo three-dimensional 

interactions with both myocytes and non-myocytes and (ii) they are removed fiom an 

environment requiring a significant amount of work due to the hemodynarnic load placed on 

the heart.' The influence of non-cardiomyocyte derived extracellular factors on a 

cardiomyocyte's properties has been demonstrated in other models, for example, 

cardiomyocytes lose their in vitro proliferative ability following transplantation into the 



subcutaneous tissue of a rat1". Given that non-myocytes represent the rnajority of total 

cardiac ~ e l l s ~ ~ " ~ ,  the importance of non-myocytes in normal and pathological cardiac function 

cannot be ignored. Cardiac fibroblasts, which comprise approximately 90% of the non- 

myocyte ce11 population'60, have the potential to drarnatically alter the cardiac phenotype 

because they produce the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins that form the scaffolding 

supporting the ~a rd iom~ocy tes '~~ .  Therefore, if an investigation of integrated funetion, or 

dysfunction, of the myocardium is the goal, an in vitro mode1 should reflect in vivo 

myocardial characteristics: cardiornyocytes, with their normal differentiated myofibrillar 

structures, in the presence of non-myocytes and the extracellular matrix. 

CONDITIONS FOR MYOCARDIAL TISSUE CULTURE 

Myocardial tissue culture maintains tissue architecture and cell-to-ce11 interactions 

between myocytes and non-myocytes and thus more closely approxirnates the in vivo 

myocardium. However, little work has been reported dernonstrating the viability of 

myocardial tissue culture. Ationu et al7 have shown that ventricuiar explants continue to 

synthesize IGF-1 for nine days when cultured in 10% fetal calf serurn. This thesis, in 

addition to similarly demonstrating the maintenance of IGF-1 expression in cultured 

myocardial explants, extends previous work by charactenzing (i) the explant size, (ii) the 

phenotype of explants cultured for up to three weeks and (iii) evaluating the effects of serurn 

concentration on both IGF-1 and TGFPl gene expression. After establishing the conditions 



for myocardial tissue culture, this rnodel was used to compare growth factor expression in 

cultured HOCM myocardium with that in non-HOCM myocardium. 

We have shown that culture of adult human myocardial explants in a serum- 

supplemented environment is a viable in vitro model. The fxst achievement was 

demonstrating the explant size that rnaintained tissue viability in culture. As the tissue size 

increased, the central myocardium appeared necrosed while the periphery survived 

throughout one week of culture. This clearly demonstrated the reliance of culîured 

myocardium on diffusion to provide nutrïents and remove wastes. Explants approximately 2 

mm3 survived best in culture and were therefore used as the standard for our myocardial 

tissue culture model. The most significant finding of this study is that adult myocardial 

explants not only s w i v e  in culture but continue to display organized sarcomeres for one 

week. This is a drarnatic improvement over ce11 culture models, which only exhibit 

sarcomeres in adult cardiomyocytes for the first 1-3 days in cultureJ. Simpson et al156 have 

identified the presence of cross-striations (sarcomeres) as an important indiçator of a 

cardiomyocytets differentiated phenotype. However, organized sarcomeres disappeared by 

two weeks of culture. This study supports the supposition that by maintaining tissue 

architecture and cell-to-ce11 interactions, short-term culture of myocardium should preserve 

the in vivo cardiomyocyte phenotype. 

During the culture period, cells were observed to migrate away fiom the myocardial 

explants on the culture well surface. f i s  occurred at higher rates in the mitogenic 10% FBS 

medium than in the minimally mitogenic 2% ABS environrnent. The migratory ce11 

population was minute, compared to the myocardial explant size, and any unattached cells 

woiild have been washed away in the PBS washes prier to collection. Although there were 
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likeiy more fibroblasts than cardiomyocytes on the well surface, there was no observable 

difference between the nurnber or composition of cells migrating from the HOCM versus the 

TM expiants. Therefore, this factor would have been d i k e l y  to affect the phenotype or gene 

expression of the myocardial explants in this tissue culture model. 

Although serum is known to affect the gene expression of other hypertrophic markers 

in cultured cardiomyocytes, it has a differential effect on growth factor gene expression in 

this tissue culture model. Serum contains a variety of stimulatory factors and hormones and 

has been shown to be both a mitogenic and a hypertrophic stimulus in cultured 

cardiomyocytes. Adult rat cardiomyocytes cultured in 10% adult horse s e m  exhibit limited 

mitosis and division for only one week in culture.'" In contrast to this minimally mitogenic 

stimulus, 10% fetal bovine semm is strongly mitogenic, permitting adult cardiomyocytes to 

divide for as long as 6 months'. This likely occurs because fetal seruin has more growth 

factors and hormones than adult serumi. High concentrations of fetal senun can also 

dramatically affect gene expression in cultured adult cardiomyocytes, inducing a shift to the 

fetal B-MHC~ and an up-regulation of a-skeletal actin"' and ANF'", as is observed in cardiac 

hypertrophy. Having defined the explant size and time period that retained the viability and 

phenotype of cultured myocardiurn, growth factor gene expression was evaluated in a range 

of culture conditions. Since the half-lives of IGF-I'~ and TGFP 1 '' are approxirnately 12 and 

14 hours, respectively, changes in gene expression manifested by the culture environment 

would be expected to be readily apparent within the defined one week culture period. 

Utilizing the myocardial tissue culture model charactenzed in this thesis, a mitogenic culture 

environment (10% fetal bovine senun) did appear to induce TGF-B 1 gene expression in TM 



explants cultured for the defmed one-week culture period. Surprisingly, IGF-1 mRNA levels 

were maintained, relative to in vivo Zevels, throughout this one-week penod in this culture 

environment. The observed differential pattern of IGF-1 versus TGFPl gene expression 

reported in this study is interesting, although not unprecedented. An induction of both IGF-I 

and TGFPl expression occurs secondary to pressure overload but only TGFf31 gene 

expression, is elevated in response to a volume overload stimulus"'. 

Ce11 culture has also suggested that adult cardiomyocytes cultured in a minimally 

mitogenic environment cm, in fact, retain some of their differentiated properties, specifically, 

expression of a-MHc4. As was s h o w  in the mitogenic culture medium, TM IGF-1 gene 

expression was maintained, relative to in vivo levels, throughout one week of culture in either 

a senun-fkee medium or in medium supplemented with 2% fetal bovine s e m  or 2% adult 

bovine senun. TM TGFPl gene expression also appeared to be rnaintained in each of these 

environrnents. However, in the 2% adult bovine serum only half of the sarnples maintained 

TGFPl expression levels; the others increased TGFPl gene expression. A degree of 

variability is a reasonable expectation in TM myocardium, given that this group can represent 

a variety of pathologies, most commonly ischemic or dilated cardiomyopathy. Ideally, base- 

line gene expression patterns should be determined in cultured normal myocardium. 

However, due to ethical constraints on obtaining normal hurnan myocardium the evaluation 

of non-diseased myocardium is limited to animal sources. We found that both IGF-I and 

TGFPl mRNA levels were maintained after seven days of culture, relative to in vivo levels, 

in normal adult rat myocardium cultured in a minimally mitogenic environment (2% adult 

bovine senun. Therefore, on the basis of IGF-1 and TGFPT gene expression, culture in a 



minimally mitogenic environment appears to represent an environment similar to that found 

in normal conditions in vivo. 

The characteristics of pathological cardiac hypertrophy are cardiomyocyte 

hypertrophyI5 and increased interstitial f ibr~sis~~".  Increasing evidence implicates growth 

factors as regulators of these processes. Clinical studies have demonstrated a positive 

correlation between left ventricular mass and IGF-1 levels in patients with growth hormone 

deficiencygO and in hypertensive patients9'. In animal models, pressure or volume overload 

resulting in ventricular hypertrophy is associated with elevated myocardial 1 ~ F - 1 ~ ~  and 

T G F B ~ ~ ~  levels. In vitro, both IGF-1 and TGFPl have been shown to directly stimulate 

hypertrophy in cardiomyocytess~89~9', and to stimulate cardiac fibroblasts to produce 

extracellular rnatrix c ~ m ~ o n e n t s ~ ~ - ~ ' .  

Investigations into the role of growth factors in cardiac hypertrophy in vivo are 

complicated by the contributions of factors such as contractile and hemodynarnic load and 

circulating cytokines and hormones". Furthermore, since growth factor signaling amongst 

myocytes and non-myocytes also appears to be an integral component in the hypertrophie 

responseN, cardiomyocyte ceil culture models are limited in their applicability to the in vivo 

scenario. The myocardial tissue culture model characterized in this îhesis provides a constant 

environment that maintains tissue geometry and cell-to-ce11 interactions. This model will 

permit the evaluation of growth factor expression in the absence of confounding in vivo 



factors, such as load, while pennitting the manipulation of the culture environment to parallel 

either a non-hypertrophie or a hypertrophic environment. 

A significant finding of this study was that HOCM IGF-1 mRNA and protein levels in 

cultured myocardium decreased compared to their in vivo levels. This decrease was 

significantly greater in the rninimally mitogenic environment; the stimulation provided by the 

10% FBS partially prevented the decrease in IGF-1 gene expression. As was observed in the 

non-hypertrophic rat myocardiurn, TM IGF-1 mRNA levels were maintained at days three 

and seven of culture in the minimally mitogenic culture environment; a corresponding 

maintenance of IGF-I protein expression was dso  observed in the small sariiple of cultured 

TM myocardiurn evaiuated. However, culture in the rnitogenic environrnent similarly 

maintained TM IGF-i rnRNA levels at in vivo levels. This observed decreased in HOCM, but 

not TM, IGF-1 gene expression suggest that an in vivo factor, not at work in the culture 

environrnent, may be partially contributing to the maintenance of expression of this growth 

factor in HOCM myocardium. Although hypertrophic stimuli cm increase IGF-1 

expressiong2 and serurn was found to partially prevent the decrease in HOCM levels in this 

study, the stimulus provided by 10% FBS was not sufficient to provoke IGF-I gene 

expression in TM myocardiurn. IGF-I has already been shown to be expressed at relatively 

low levels in adult TM myocardiumg~9. It is known that pathological hypertrophy may 

progress to heart failure. MUle it is thought that a gradua1 exhaustion of the heart' s ability to 

synthesize proteins contributes to this process, the particular mechanism for this transition 

remains to be identified". Therein may lie an explanation for the inability of serurn to 

stirnulate IGF-1 gene expression in TM myocardium: this tissue has lost the ability to up- 

regulate IGF-I expression. Since growth factor signaling is an integral component of the 



hypertrophic re~ponse*~, this would agree with the inability of failing hearts to generate or 

maintain a compensatory hypertrophic response and could contribute to an understanding of 

heart failure. 

Unlike the differential IGF-1 gene expression patterns between HOCM and TM 

myocardium in culture, both tissue types increased TGFPl gene expression throughout the 

culture period. Intriguingly, TGF-B I gene expression increased not only in explants cultured 

in a mitogenic environment but also those cultured in the same minllnally mitogenic 

environrnent that maintained normal rat growth factors levels. The reason for this is 

unknown. It would seem Logical that it may be linked to the pathology of HOCM and TM 

hearts. One of the hallmarks of HOCM is an increase in extracellular matrix materia19', and 

given the pathology of TM myocardium, generally either dilated or ischemic 

cardiomyopathy, it would presumably also have an increased degree of interstitial fibrosis 

relative to normal rat myocardium. The majonty of basal TGF-Pl mRNA in the adult 

myocardiurn is localized in the non-rnyocytes fraction75, of which cardiac fibroblasts 

comprise approximately 90% of cells'". Since, cardiac fibroblasts are known to produce 

TGFP17' and have also been s h o w  to proliferate in response to senimP7, fibroblast 

proliferation may be the source of increased gene expression of this growth factor. However, 

given the two to three fold induction of TGFP1 mRNA an observable increase in fibroblasts 

would be expected. This was not seen in the histological evaluation of cultured HOCM or 

TM myocardiurn. The ability of serurn to stimulate existing cardiac fibroblasts to increase 

their synthesis of TGFj31 is another possibility. If this were the mechanism of TGFBI up- 

regulation one would expect the mitogenic medium would stimulate more gene expression 



than the minimally mitogenic medium. There was no observable difference, however, in 

TGFP 1 gene expression between the culture environments. In fact, expression of this growth 

factor in cultured HOCM myocardium appeared to be higher in the minimally mitogenic 

environment and lower in the rnitogenic environment. Since increases in TGF-Pl rnRNA 

levels in response to hypertrophic stimuli are found solely in the cardiomyocyte~"~, these 

cells may be the source of the increased expression of this growth factor. However, the cause 

and the source of TGFPl up-regdation rernains to be identified. As mentioned above, 

another interesting observation was that although, not statistically significant, the mitogenic 

culture medium appeared: to maintain HOCM TGF-P 1 mRNA levels closer to in vivo levels - 

in this case, a srnaller increase in gene expression was observed than that in the minimally 

mitogenic environment. Taken together with HOCM IGF-1 expression patterns, that a 

mitogenic environrnent maintained growth factor expression closer to in vivo levels, partially 

preventing a decrease in IGF-1 gene expression while appearing to prevent an opposing 

increase in TGF-Pl gene expression, this suggests that part of the growth factor over- 

expression in this disorder may be the result of stimulatory factors found in vivo that do not 

exist in the culture environrnent. 

Mounting evidence suggests that growth factors are involved in the mechanism 

producing the HOCM phenotype. IGF-1 and TGFPl &A', protein9 and their respective 

receptors9*"' are over-expressed in HOCM myocardium compared to that fiom hypertrophic 



myocardiurn compensatory to load and to non-hypertrophie myocardiurn. However, an up- 

regulation of these growth factors has also been shown to accompany hypertrophy 

compensatory to in vivo factors such as load or ca tech~ lamines~~*~~" .  Since such factors c m o t  

be directly removed during in vivo experiments, an in vitro mode1 is would be invaluable in 

helping to determine whether the marked increases in growth factor levels are a pnmary or 

secondary phenornenon in HOCM. 

Myocardiai tissue culture allows the investigation of growth factor expression 

patterns in HOCM rnyocardiurn in the absence of in vivo factors that may contribute to 

growih factor expression. The observed changes in gene expression presentcd above suggest 

that in vivo factors may contribute to growth factor up-regulation in HOCM patients. 

However, it is of practical interest whether growth factor gene expression in HOCM 

myocardiurn remains significantly elevated compared to controls or decreases to levels found 

in non-HOCM levels. Therefore, a direct cornparison of gene expression was conducted in 

HOCM versus TM tissue. Analysis of in vivo control sarnples confirmed that IGF-1 and 

TGFJ3l &A levels were significantly elevated in the HOCM versus TM patient 

populations used in this sîudy, as has previously been reporteds. While HOCM IGF-1 

mRNA was observed to decrease in culture, it remained significantly elevated compared to 

TM IGF-1 levels d e r  one week in a minimally mitogenic environment. The magnitude of 

the difference between HOCM and TM IGF-1 &A Ievels also decreases with time. If the 

culture penod was extended beyond one week, it is possible that the difference between 

HOCM and TM IGF-1 levels rnay disappear. However, beyond one week there is concern 

over a change in the phenotype of cultured myocardiurn. Given the relatively short half life 



of IGF-1 (12 hours) compared to the one week culture period, a change in gene expression 

occurring following placement in the culture environment should be readily observable in 

culture. Since the elevation in IGF-1 persists for one week, this suggests that there may be an 

intrinsic factor in HOCM myocardium predisposing it to over-express IGF-1. In contrast, the 

over-expression of TGF-P 1 in HOCM versus TM myocardiurn disappeared in culture, despite 

having a similar half-life (14 hours) and being significantly elevated in HOCM myocardium 

after three days of culture. 

This study has demonstrated that culture of myocardial tissue explants maintains their 

characteristic myofibrillar phenotype for as long as seven days, which has not been achieved 

in p n m q  cardiomyocyte culture models. In addition, differential patterns of IGF-1 and 

TGFBl mRNA expression have been observed in non-HOCM versus HOCM myocardium. 

This demonstrates the potential utility of myocardial tissue culture mode1 and warrants a 

more detailed characterization of growth factor expression in cultured myocardial explants. 

A change in myocardial mRNA levels is not necessarily indicative of a change in 

growth factor signaling - a change in functional protein leveis is necessary. A preliminary 

evaluation of IGF-1 and TGFD! protein Ievels in cultured myocardium has been reported in 

this study. However, the small sarnple sizes evaluated prevented firm conclusions from 

being reached. A more extensive evaluation of growth factor protein levels is required to 

make an accurate assessrnent as to whether protein expression patterns in culture parallel 

those of their respective rnRNA. 



To more fùlly characterize this tissue culture model, dong with growth factor gene 

expression, the expression patterns of other markers of cardiac hypertrophy should be 

investigated in parailel with growth factor levels over time in culture. ANF would be an 

appropriate factor to study in human myocardium because it is not found in the normal adult 

myocardium, yet is re-expressed in cardiac hypertrophy. To M e r  demonstrate the 

appropriateness of the culture environrnents used in this study it would be hoped that little or 

no ANF expression would occur in the mhimally rnitogenic environment, while an up- 

regulation would be induced by the mitogenic environment, as has been seen in other 

s t ~ d i e s ' ~ ~ .  As an index of hypertrophy, if HOCM myocardium is inmnsically predisposed to 

hypertrophy as was seen with IGF-1, ANF expression should remained elevated in HOCM 

versus control myocardium in culture. 

The observation that a mitogenic culture environment partially maintained HOCM 

growth factor expression at in vivo levels is interesting, given the ability of s e m  to 

modulate cardiac gene expression in a pattern paralleling that described in hypertrophy. The 

stimulation provided by the mitogenic 10% FBS medium employed in this model may be 

less than that found in HOCM patients. Thus, a higher concentration of serum, perhaps 20% 

FBS, should be evaluated to see if growth factors levels in cultured HOCM explants could be 

completely maintained relative to in vivo levels. This would further increase the utility of 

tissue culture to evaluate the HOCM phenornenon. This rnodel could then be utilized to 

refine rnethods of blocking growth factor signaling in HOCM myocardiurn, either at the level 

of the receptors or by interfenng with rnRNA translation with antisense oligodeoxynucleotide 

technology, and stop or reverse HOCM hypertrophy. 



To further cl&@ the role of growth factors in the etiology of HOCM, it should be 

determined if a relationship exists between increased growth factor levels in idiopathic 

HOCM and sarcomeric gene mutations. The predominant hypothesis is that sarcomeric 

mutations result in a compensatory hypertrophic response in the HCM heart. However, it 

remains to be expIained why HCM hypertrophic is predominantly regional, rather that global 

and why individuals within the sarne farnily, and therefore carrying identical mutations, 

exhibit different patterns of lefi ventricular wall thickening and clinical prognosis. If 

sarcomeric mutations are found in patients exhibiting growth factor over-expression, it would 

be interesting to detemine if specific mutations are associated with differing levels of growth 

factor up-regulation in HOCM myocardium. It would be also be of great interest to associate 

the diversity and occurrence of sarcomeric mutations with the variability of the growth factor 

expression patterns in culture. HOCM TGFPI mRNA levels in some patients only 

marginally increased while others increased as much as seven-fold, which resulted in high 

standard deviations and prevented statistical significance from being achieved. Also, one of 

the HOCM patients evaluated in each culture environment appeared to maintain IGF-1 

mRNA levels in culture. Given the heterogeneity in the HOCM phenotype such patients rnay 

represent a sub-population of patients with a different mechanism that produces growth factor 

over-expression and, resultantly, HCM hypertrophy completely independent of in vivo factors 

or of sarcomeric mutations. It has already been suggested that other genes regulating 

myocardial growth may contribute to the HCM phenomenon, as in the increased prevalence 

of the DD genotype for the angiotensin converting enzyme in association with an increased 

likelihood of HCM hypertrophy137~'38. Further investigating the role of growth factors, 



already identified as inducers of cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and the production of 

extracellular matrix by cardiac fibroblasts, in HOCM, and perhaps in other forrns of HCM, 

may significantly contribute to an understanding of the phenotypic heterogeneity in these 

patients. 



' E s  thesis characterizes the myocardial explant size and culture penod that 

maintained tissue viability and the cardiac phenotype in tissue culture. It also evaluates IGF- 

I and TGFD1 expression in HOCM and non-HOCM myocardium cultured in either a 

minimally mitogenic (2% adult bovine senun) or a mitogenic (10% fetal bovine s e m )  

culture environment. Cardiomyocytes cuitured as 2 m 3  fragments survived best and 

continued to display organized sarcomeres for up to one week of tissue culture. IGF-1 gene 

expression in non-HOCM myocardium was maintained, relative to in vivo levels, 

independent of the cultured environment. In contrast, TGFP 1 gene expression in non-HOCM 

myocardium appeared to increase in the mitogenic environment but not in the minimally 

mitogenic culture medium. Cultured HOCM explants exhibited a decrease in IGF-I gene 

expression in both the minimally mitogenic and the mitogenic culme environments; this 

down-regdation was partially prevented by the mitogenic medium. IGF-1 mRNA levels 

remained significantly elevated in culture, however, compared to TM controls. In contrast, 

the expression of TGFP1 in both HOCM and TM myocardium increases in culture, although 

the mitogenic medium appeared to prevent the increase in HOCM explants. Unlike IGF-1 

gene expression, the elevation of TGFPl rnRNA levels in HOCM versus TM myocardiurn 

disappears in culture. This thesis demonstrates the potential utility of myocardial tissue 

culture for the evaiuation of normal and pathological myocardium in the absence of 

confounding in vivo factors and helps elucidate the role of TGFP1 and, particularly, IGF-1 in 

HOCM. 
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